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G e r m a n ! L a w ! J o u r n a l !! ! !!!![Vol.!10!No.!07 student!and!teacher!into!one!of!'customer'!and!'service!provider'. 2 !Changes!in!pedagogy,! modes!of!delivery!and!assessment!have!all!contributed!to!a!narrowing!of!the!curriculum!in! a! way! that! supports! the! market.! I! will! briefly! illustrate! the! way! the! transformation! has! occurred!and!consider!its!effect!on!legal!education.!! ! This! study! is! based! on! interviews! with! academics! in! Australian! public! university! law! schools.! Interviews! were! conducted! with! up! to! six! academics! from! each! school.
3 ! Participants! included! both! senior! and! junior,! and! male! and! female! academics,! as! well! as! the! dean! or! head! of! the! school.! They! were! asked! to! comment! on! their! perception! of! change! within! the! legal! academy! since! the! Dawkins! reforms! in! 1988! with! respect! to! curriculum,! pedagogy! and! research,! as! well! as! the! student! body! and! their! own! lives! as! academics.! Participants! are! referred! to! generically! by! position,! and! law! schools! by! classification,! in! order! to! maintain! confidentiality.! The! typology! of! schools! includes! four! classifications!according!to!age.!They!are!the!Sandstones!(the!original!State!university!law! schools);! the! Redbricks! (that! emerged! post"World! War! II);! the! 3 rd ! Generations! (that! emerged!in!the!period!of!economic!growth!1970s!to!1990s);!and!the!News!(that!generally! emerged!from!the!Dawkins!reforms!in!1988). university,!rather!than!according!to!the!excellence!of!the!education.!It!is!believed!that!the! brand! name! associated! with! credentialism! will! enable! the! graduate! to! compete! for! high! rewards!within!a!volatile!labor!market.!The!high!cost!of!a!university!education,!whether!in! the!form!of!HECS!(Higher!Education!Contribution!Scheme)!or!full!fees,!also!has!the!effect!of! encouraging! students! to! pursue! highly! remunerative! careers! on! the! corporate! track! in! order! to! repay! their! education! debt. 7 ! A! user"pays! philosophy! discourages! students! from! pursuing!public!interest!employment,!because!such!work!is!normally!not!sufficiently!well! paid!to!service!a!substantial!education!debt.
8 !! ! I! emphasize! that! the! central! role! now! being! played! by! the! market! in! higher! education! emanates! from! government! policy;! there! is! no! invisible! hand! at! work! here.! The! vastly! increased! percentage! of! students! undergoing! a! university! education! is! expected! to! augment!the!supply!of!new!knowledge!workers!to!ensure!that!Australia!remains!globally! competitive.
9 !The!country!can!no!longer!rely!on!primary!production!for!its!prosperity. 10 !The! reforms!associated!with!the!ending!of!the!binary!divide!in!higher!education!in!1988!were! one! prong! of! the! new! strategy.
11 ! The! former! colleges! of! advanced! education! (teaching! institutions! that! did! not! conduct! research)! were! declared! to! be! universities! overnight.! Despite!the!dramatic!expansion!in!the!higher!education!sector!that!resulted,!government! <http:www.goingtouni.gov.au>!at!8!December!2007.!This!means!that!most!law!students!have!to!pay!more!than! AUD$8,000!pa!themselves!for!what!purports!to!be!a!government"funded!place,!and!three!times!or!more!than!that! for!a!full"fee!place!(There!is!currently!no!cap!on!what!a!university!can!charge).! 7 ! In! Australia,! a! government"initiated! loans! scheme! covers! both! government"funded! (FEE"HECS)! and! full"fee! places! (FEE"HELP).! The! loans! scheme! enables! students! to! begin! repayment! only! when! their! income! reaches! a! certain! threshold,! currently! approximately! AUD$36,000.! The! money! is! then! recovered! through! the! taxation! system.!This!loans!system!(euphemistically!termed!a!'contribution')!has!softened!the!impact!of!the!shift!from!free! higher! education! (1972"89)! to! a! user"pays! system,! even! though! there! has! been! a! gradual! increase! in! fees! over! time. funding!was!not!proportionately!increased.!In!fact,!it!actually!began!to!decrease. 12 !Starved! of!basic!infrastructural!funding,!all!universities,!not!just!the!News,!were!compelled!to!enter! the!market,!replicating!the!imperatives!confronting!public!sector!institutions!generally.!! ! In!addition!to!financial!pressures,!increasing!numbers!of!students!and!perennial!changes!of! policy! direction,! universities! now! face! competition! from! non"traditional! producers! and! purveyors! of! knowledge.! The! shift! from! state! responsibility! to! the! market! includes! the! opening! up! of! higher! education! to! for"profit! providers.
13 ! Far! from! feeling! the! need! to! continue! to! safeguard! the! idea! of! 'the! public'! in! the! public! university,! neoliberal! governments!have!no!compunction!in!exposing!universities!to!the!full!force!of!the!market! by! fostering! competition! within! the! sector.! In! this! regard,! the! federal! Government! has! followed! the! recommendations! of! the! Hilmer! Report! on! competition! policy.
14 ! The! introduction! of! for"profit! providers! of! higher! education! is! a! dramatic! development! for,! until!recently,!Australian!universities!were!exclusively!not"for"profit!institutions.
15 !That!is,! they! represented! the! mainstay! of! the! public! good. 
recognizes! that! doubts! always! exist. 26 ! Critique! can! be! discomfiting! because! it! has! the! potential! to! illuminate! the! dark! underside! of! laws! that! sustain! global! capitalism,! for! example.
27 ! The! shift! in! favor! of! offerings! concerned! primarily! with! the! market! and! vocationalism 28 ! means! that! the! liberal! facets!of!the!law!school,!which!the!legal!academy! has! been! keen! to! assert! in! order! to! enhance! the! standing! of! the! discipline! within! the! university!community, 29 !is!once!again!under!a!cloud. 30 !While!I!agree!with!Nicholas!James! that!radical!discourses!have!generally!been!marginalized!within!Australian!law!schools, 31 !I! suggest!that!the!love!affair!with!the!market!has!affected!mainstream!jurisprudence,!legal! history! and! liberal! law! reform! also.! It! might! be! noted! that! universities,! particularly! the! newer!ones,!are!promoting!the!relationship!between!law!and!business,!as!though!it!were! natural,!as!may!be!seen!by!the!propensity!to!amalgamate!schools!of!law!with!business!and! management!in!restructured!mega"faculties.!I!interpolate!here!that!not!all!law!graduates! go! into! traditional! legal! practice,! and! certainly! not! corporate! law,! despite! the! pervasiveness!of!the!business!rhetoric. 
In! light! of! law's! responsiveness! to! contemporary! socio"political! trends,! it! is! perhaps! unsurprising! to! find! that! there! has! been! something! of! a! resiling! from! social! justice! and! critique!to!accommodate!the!market!turn.!In!fact,!the!critical!space!began!to!contract!at! the! very! moment! the! practices! of! the! market! became! more! insistent. 41 ! As! neoliberalism! established!itself!as!the!dominant!political!philosophy,!a!constellation!of!subjects!believed! to! facilitate! the! market,! including! advanced! contract,! corporations,! trade! practices,! competition!policy,!intellectual!property!and!taxation!law,!taught!from!a!doctrinal!rather! than!a!critical!perspective,!were!favored.!Sandra!Rodgers!notes!in!regard!to!Canadian!legal! education! how! social! liberal! discourse! was! similarly! replaced! with! the! 'vocabulary! of! business'.
42 !Of!course,!a!market!economy!has!always!privileged!subjects!oriented!towards! commerce! and! property,! a! leaning! that! received! a! boost! with! the! expansion! of! legal! practice! in! the! 1970s! and! 80s, 43 ! but! the! neoliberal! turn! of! the! 1990s! and! the! 2000s! has! clinched!its!supremacy!and!the!marginalization!of!alternative!discourses.!The!teaching!of! market"based! knowledge! by! law! schools! satisfies! the! needs! of! the! labor! market! and! is! believed! to! secure! the! approbation! of! law! firms.! It! is! also! deemed! advantageous! for! students!facing!uncertain!futures:! ! There's!been!a!lot!of!discussion!in!the!school!about!how!we!can!make!our! students!more!marketable!to!the!profession,!particularly!the!big!law!firms,! and!just!yesterday!there!was!an!agreement!to!change!our!course!structure! to! include! more! compulsory! commercial! law! units…So! that's! a! pressure,! not! so! much! for! the! purpose! of! getting! funding! but! for! the! purpose! of! getting! our! students! more! jobs! in! the! big! firms! (Acting! Head! of! School,! fem,!New).! ! The!substantial!education!debts!confronting!students!also!serve!to!hasten!the!sloughing!off! of!a!social!justice!and!a!critical!orientation.
44 !The!high!cost!of!a!legal!education!induces!a! narrow!instrumental!view!of!law!and!occludes!its!imaginative!and!reformist!potential.!The! need! for! students! to! work! while! studying, 45 encouraged!a!minimalist!approach!to!credentialism!so!that!two"year!law!degrees!may!now! be!offered!instead!of!three,!four!or!five"year!programmes. 46 !Truncated!courses!inevitably! focus! on! basic! doctrine.! When! a! choice! has! to! be! made,! the! social! is! deemed! to! be! dispensable!because!its!inclusion!is!not!specified!by!the!admitting!authorities.!Separating! law!from!its!socio"political!context!reifies!the!positivistic!myth!that!law!is!autonomous!and! disconnected! from! the! social! forces! that! animate! it.! A! depoliticized! rules"oriented! approach!belies!the!play!of!power!beneath!the!surface. The! 3 rd ! Generations! are! caught! in! the! middle.! They! are! struggling! to! be! accepted! as! research"active!institutions!but,!without!the!advantage!of!brand!name!and!capital!reserves! to!fall!back!on,!they!have!had!to!take!in!large!numbers!of!students,!which!jeopardizes!their! research! efforts.! At! least! one! Australian! law! school! has! abandoned! its! critical! and! social! justice! strengths! in! favor! of! business! law,! in! the! belief! that! this! would! attract! more! students.
!54 ! ! The!position!of!the!News!is!generally!invidious.!On!becoming!universities,!they!expended! considerable! energy! in! enhancing! their! research! capability,! but! research! has! had! to! take! second!place!to!teaching!as!they!struggled!to!make!ends!meet!because!student!places!are! a! more! reliable! source! of! income! for! them.! Nevertheless,! they! are! left! with! the! weaker! domestic! students! after! the! pool! has! been! cherry"picked! by! those! further! up! the! status! ladder! because! they! frequently! lack! both! the! positional! goods! and! the! geographical! location! to! be! competitive.! While! they! might! choose! to! rely! on! overseas! students! as! a! source! of! full"fee! income,! the! English! language! skills! of! many! of! these! students! are! academically! unsophisticated,! a! factor! that! is! contributing! to! the! technocratic! and! rule"! based! approach! to! legal! education. 59 !Two!and!even!three"hour!lectures!are!highly!questionable!in! an! era! where! students! are! accustomed! to! 90"second! media! sound"bytes.! Indeed,! it! is! unimaginable! that! lecturers! themselves! would! tolerate! their! peers! presenting! two! or! three"hour! papers! at! conferences.! Lectures! mean! that! one! academic! can! 'teach'! 500! students! simultaneously,! and! possibly! many! more! in! distant! sites! through! on"line! transmission! and! video"link.! There! appears! to! be! wide! acceptance! of! the! return! to! a! lecture"based! pedagogy! in! the! name! of! efficiency.! The! focus! of! these! face"to"face! marathons!is!on!coverage!and!endurance:!! ! 62 !The!report!sought!to!document!a!'best!practice'!approach! to!law!school!pedagogy!in!the!face!of!contemporary!constraints.!Individual!academics!have! also!written!about!innovative!teaching!strategies!they!have!devised.
63 !Ultimately,!however,! most!have!acceded!to!the!pressures!and!capitulated.!Sometimes,!changed!practices,!such! as!moving!from!small!group!teaching!to!lectures!has!been!imposed!upon!them!from!above.!! ! II.!Flexible!Delivery! ! The! 'flexible! delivery'! of! courses! suits! the! customers! of! legal! education.! I! have! already! referred!to!electronic!delivery,!with!its!ability!to!beam!anything!anywhere!at!any!time.!The! shift!to!intensive!or!'block'!mode,!in!which!an!entire!subject!is!taught!full"time!in!one!or! two!weeks,!or!over!two!weekends,!has!become!increasingly!popular!#!with!staff!as!well!as! students:! ! It!enables!people!to!manage!their!teaching!load!flexibly;!it!allows!students! to! manage! their! educational! loads! flexibly;! it! also! allows! students! to! get! out!faster,!which!is!a!big!motive!(AsPro,!fem,!3 rd !Generation).! ! This! mode! of! delivery! had! its! genesis! in! coursework! masters! programmes! and! was! designed! to! appeal! to! students! in! full"time! work!who!found!it!difficult!to!attend!campus! regularly.!When!the!numbers!began!to!drop!off,!viability!of!the!subjects!was!retained!by! !108!(2005) .!While!the!negative!dimensions!of!the! current! climate! suggest! the! sourness! of! lemons,! the! input! of! academic! creativity! is! the! sugar! that! produces! lemonade.!While!the!authors'!course!in!constitutional!law!was!contracted,!they!developed!a!valuable!alternate! pedagogy!through!the!formation!of!student!teams!that!fostered!collaborative!and!oral!skills.!!
